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Therms and Conditions
By signing this document, Charterer undertakes to pay the entire amount before the flight with all the extra costs that
arise upon execution of the flight. Price INCLUDES General Aviation Terminals (GAT) where available, all overflight
and landing permissions, catering, soft drinks and Open Bar.
VIP lounges are NOT included, if unless otherwise stated.
Price DOES NOT INCLUDE DEICING costs ( also applicable on ferry sectors )
For flights outside EU price alteration is possible, due to significantly higher costs of handling, landing and permit
fees if not otherwise specified earlier.
Price does not include extra charges for additional services requested by passengers or schedule changes.
Please note that smoking is not allowed on board of our aircrafts. Presented departure times and flight times may
change due to operational reasons beyond the control of aircraft Operator. The Charterer declares that he takes full
responsibility for the passengers and undertakes to acquaint the passengers with full Terms and Conditions of
Carriage of aircraft Operator available via email upon request.
Operator is not liable for whatever damage, loss or lost profit suffered by the Charterer or any passengers due to
non-performance of the flight in due time or delay caused by the Act of God, imposed quarantine, aircraft failure,
weather conditions, riots, strikes at airports or work disruption, dangers regarding wars or due to any other Acts of
God. Operator is not liable for any damage, loss or delay caused by airport employees or persons over whom
Operator has no control.
Cancellation fees:
up to 72h before first departure - 30% of total charter price
72h - 24h before first departure - 50 % of total charter price
less than 24 hours or 'no show' - 100% of total charter price
All schedule or itinerary changes must be confirmed in written by Charterer and may effect in price change.
This offer ( price and availability ) is subject to all operational restrictions, airport's / parking slots and
necessary permissions.
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